Proof. As is well known, there is a g(x) e P such that P = {hix) e R[x]/sh(x) e (p, g(x))R[x] for some s e R -p). Since R[x]czT[x] is integral and qT[x] Π R[x] = pR[x] 9 by going up we can find a prime Q of T[x] with Q f] T = q and Q Π R[x] = P. Thus f(x) e
PczQ and as fix) splits in T [x] , for some root u of fix) we have x -ueQ. Now g(x) ePczQ and as x = u mod Q, g (u) e Q Π T = g.
Thus the preimage of g under the map JR[#] -> i?[w] = T contains g(x)
, and so is easily seen to be P. COROLLARY 
Let f(x) be split. Let p be prime in R.
(a) // P x and P 2 are prime in R [x] with P x Π R[x] = p = P 2 ΓΊ R [x] and f(x) e P 1 p\P 2 Proof, (a) Let q be a prime of T lying over p. By Theorem 2.2, for roots u ί and u 2 of fix), q is the image of P* under R[x] -> R[ Ui ] = T, i = 1, 2. Thus J^/Pi ^ #K]/g = #M/g ^ iφ]/P 2 .
(b) If P is prime in R [x] with Pf)R = p and /(a?) e P, and if q is any prime in T lying over p, then the proof of (a) shows that T/q ** R]x]/P. Thus T/q, « i? [x] /P ^ T/q 2 . ,q' 2 $\R -p 2 and height(g2/ q ± ) = heightίpa/Pi) > heightC^/g^). Let Q x = g 2 and Q 2 = g^.
For m > 2 take #2 as above. The isomorphism in Corollary 2.3 between T/q 2 and T/q^ carries q 2 a cz q m isomorphically to a chain c c ^1 which also lies over p 2 c cj) m (since R/p 2 is fixed). By induction there are distinct primes Q l9 , Q TO _! of Γ lying over p m with gj c Q y and height(Q y /gJ) ^ height^/gO, i = 1, -, m -1. Since q 2 c c g m and g£ c c q' m are ^isomorphic", height(gi/gi) = height(g TO /g 2 ). Recall also height(g2/gi) > height(gg/gj. By the tautness of q x c c q m we have for j = 1, , m -1, heightCQy/gO ĥ eight(Qy/g;) + heightigi/gj ^ height(gi/gj) + heightCg^) > height (g«/g 2 ) + heightfe/gj = height(g m /g 1 ). That is, heightCQy/gJ > height (Qm/Qi), for j = 1, , m -1. Letting Q m = q m proves our claim. Finally, as the number of primes in T contracting to any given prime in R cannot exceed deg/(x), the existence of Q u , Q m shows that m ^ deg/(α?).
The final result in this section discusses the situation when the bound given by Theorem 2.4 is obtained. PROPOSITION 2.5. Let f(x) , Q m respectively. Obviously Q* Γi i? = p', Q,*Πβ = p ,i = 1, -,m and/(x)eQ*nQίn nQ£ since /(%) -0. By [4, Lemma 3] (applied to R/p m ) we easily see that there is a prime P of i? [x] with PΠi? = p m , and /(a jePcQ*. However since degf(x) = m, at most m primes in R [x] can contain f(x) and also contract to P m . As each of Qί*, •••,<?£ do just that, obviously P = Q; for some j = 1, , m. Thus QΫ = PcQ* from which we see that Q, c g'. Thus q c Q x Π Π Q m c Q y c #' and we are done.
3* Arbitrary simple extensions* We now drop the "split" assumption and just assume that T is a simple integral extension of R via fix) with deg/(αs) = n. We will show that there is a number b n such that m ^ b n . We do not identify the best such bound although we do give an inequality limiting the size of the best such bound. To be explicit, let us use b n to denote the smallest number such that m ^ b n for all such m.
We have already seen at the start of § 2 that if n = 2 then fix) is split, and so by Theorem 2.4 we have b 2 = 2. (This is best possible, [5, Example 2, .) We will now assume inductively that 6 W _! exists.
In our next lemma we start a chain at P 2 rather than P l9 since that will be the situation when we apply the lemma. with u and u' distinct roots of fix) (distinct since P 2 Φ P 2 '). Taken modulo P 2 , P 2 c c P m becomes a taut chain 0 = g 2 c c^ in 
, s by the manner in which qf c cgj was cz P m and P/ be, respectively, the preimages of q 2 c c q m and q
Then, since /($) 6 P 2 Π P 2 ', the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. We complete the proof by letting q' i+1 c c q' i+s be the images of P/ +1 c c P/ +s given by Lemma 3.1. Proof. We induct on I. First, since height (pg/pj > height(g 2 /ft), by going up there is a prime q' z of T with ftcg 2 and height(# 2 /ft) = height (Pa/Pi). If Z = 0 then r = 2 and Q x = g 2 satisfy the proposition.
For , Qι and we now have q' i+1 c ^ Π Π Qι+ι and height (Qy/βί+i)^ height(^;/g; +1 ) for i = 1, , I + 1. We have ^S^S^ί+i by Corollary 3.2. To complete the proof, we must only show that height^/ί^) > height^/^) for j = 1, , Z + 1. To do this, we collect various facts.
( i ) height(^7^ί+i) --bβight(g r /^ϊ+i) This follows from the fact that height(ίί +ί /gί +ί -i) = height^+y/^+y.!) j = 2, , s by Corollary 3.2 and the tautness of q i+1 c c q i+s and g +1 c c gί +s . (ii) height(Qy/gί +1 ) ^ height(g r /g <+1 ). This follows from (i) and the previously noted fact that height(Q, /^+ 1 ) ^ height(g^/g +1 ).
(iii) height(g +1 /^2) ^ height(g ί+1 /g 2 ) by Corollary 3.2.
(iv) height^/gO > height^/tfi) by choice of q' 2 . Finally, from the tautness of QΊC cg r and (ii), (iii), and (iv), we have heights/ft) = height(g r /ft +1 ) + height(^ί +1 /g 2 ) + height(g 2 /ft) < height(Qy/<r; +1 ) + height(ίί +1 /?i) + heights/ft) ^ height(Q i /α 1 ) for j = 1, , I + 1 to complete the proof. Proof. Without loss we may localize at p. (a) Since k(p, I) = n < oo and (B f p) is quasi-local, there is in I a monic polynomial h(x) of degree n, and no monic polynomial of lesser degree. If the result is false, then for some
hα 0 e I with k < n we have a t g p for some i. Assume that g(x) and i have been chosen so as to make i as large as possi-
Its degree is clearly less than n and its (i + n -k)th coeflScient is not in p. This is a contradiction since i + n -k > i.
(b) Since h{x) (in part (a)) is monic, clearly / is generated by h(x) together with those polynomials in / having degree less than n. By part (a), each of these latter polynomials is in pR [x] 
. If k(p', I) = n then / contains a monic polynomial h(x) of degree n. Thus h(x)eIczP'.
By [4, Lemma 3] (applied to R/p) there is a prime P of R [x] with PΠR = p and h(x)ePaP'.
By Lemma 3.4, /£P.
We apply Proposition 3.5 to our special situation of RaR[u] = T a simple integral extension of domains, u a root of the monic polynomial f(x). COROLLARY 
Let pap' be primes in R. Let 1= ker(R[x]-> R[u] = T) and suppose that k(p, I) = k(p', I). If q' is prime in T with q' Π R = p' then there is a prime q of T with q Π R = p and qaq'.
Proof. Since f(x) e I, k{p\ I) < oo. Let P' be the preimage of q' under R[x]-*R [u] . Then P'nB = p' and /cF. With P as in Proposition 3.5 take q to be the image of P in T. THEOREM 
= keτ(R[x] -> Λ[%] = Γ). Since f(x) e I, k(p, I) ^ n. Also p r Qp implies k(p r , I) ^ k(p, I) and so we must only show that k(p r , I) ^ n. That this is true follows from Lemma 3.4 (c) and the existence of Q u •••,<?».
We now consider a chain of maximal length between p r and p m . Since k(p, I) = n for each prime p in that chain, we can use Corollary 3.6 iteratively to find a prime q of T with q Γϊ R = p r , qaq m and h.eight(qjq)^=height(pjp r ).
Since <? r c aq m is taut and height (Pi/Pi-i) > keightteyg^) i = r + 1, • -, m, obviously height(g m /g) = height(pjp r ) > height(# m /# r ), (here we use m > B ^ r). As Qi, , Q Λ are all of the primes which lie over p r , we must have q = Q, , some i = 1, ••-,%. Thus heightίg/ffi) = heightίQy/ίi) ^ height (9^).
Thus height^,,/^!) ^ height^Jg) + height^/^J > height(<? m / q r ) + height^^J contradicting the tautness of ^c c?,. This completes the proof.
We repeat that we doubt that equality holds in Theorem 3.7. Let us note that b 2 ^ δ 3 ^ b 4 ^ . To see this, observe that if T is a simple integral extension of R via f{x) f then it is also a simple integral extension of R via xf{x). The examples at the end of this paper show that b n ->oo as n -> oo.
We now consider situations in which we can give other bounds on the size of m. Proof. Let P x and P be the preimages of q 1 and q, respectively, under the map
We claim that k(p, P λ ) = n. The result follows, since obviously f(x)eP 1 Π P and so by Lemma 3.4 (b) (with h{x) = f{x) and / = P x ) P x c P. Thus q x c q.
To show that k(p, P λ ) = n, we may work modulo p lm That is we go to RjPi c Tjq 1 and so assume that p x = 0 = ^^ Now P 1 = ker(J2[x] -> Γ) and Lemma 3.8 gives k(p, P λ ) = n. Suppose that we fix r > 0 and restrict our attention to chains 4* Finitely generated modules* We give our main result, assuming only that T is a finitely generated i2-module. 
, m. A standard determinant argument shows that u satisfies a monic polynomial of degree % over R, and our result follows from the existence of b n and Theorems 3.10 and 3.12. 
, m. Applying Theorem 4.1 to 0 = (q[ D 12') c <=(<& Π 12'), we are done. 5* Examples* In this section, we construct a family of examples which demonstrate that b n -> °° as w -> co. We also show that if ϋJ c T is an infinite integral extension, no bound need exist at all. This construction is a generalization of Nagata's Example 2 [5, pp. 203-205] and is very similar to [2] . However, except for the quotation of one key theorem, the presentation of the basic example will be self-contained. EXAMPLE 5.1. Retaining the previous notation, we show any m can be realized in some finite integral extension RaT (which depends on m). Moreover, our example is Noetherian.
Fix an integer m ^ 2. Let K be a countable field of characteristic zero and let y u , y m _ u z£\ , zf 1) be indeterminates. We iteratively define a sequence of Noetherian domains JK~= 2\c Γ 2 cΓ 2 cf 3 c!r 3 c cΓ TO = Γ as follows: , m -1. Moreover, by [2, Corollary 1 .6], we may choose the formal power series Zt in such a way that T i+1 will be Noetherian.
The nature of the construction makes it very easy to determine the primes; primes in the intermediate rings extend to primes in T. Hence we easily see, for each i = 1, , m, q t -{y l9 , y t^T is prime. Also, by (*), z^eytT for each i, n. By the Krull Altitude Theorem, height q t <£ i -1. (0) = g 1 c^2c cg m is a taut chain and heightfe+i/gO = 1 i = 1, , m -1. Before leaving this chain, we make one additional observation, also apparent from the construction. The quotient T/q t is canonically isomorphic to the sub- Note ^(1) = (1, 1) and *<(»,) = (0, 1) together generate S i+1 0 S <+1 = imaged) and so 12* = (1)22 <+1 + (Vi)Ri +1 + kernel^). However, kernel^) = q i+1 nQ i+1 nR i c:R i + 1 and so Ri -R i+ί + ViRi+u proving our claim. Therefore T is generated as an jR-module by 2 m~1 elements. Consequently, by Eakin's Theorem [1, p. 281] , R is a Noetherian domain.
It now only remains to show RaT exhibits the desired chain behavior. As dim f i+1 = (dim T t ) + 1 and dim T i+1 = (dim f i+1 ) + 1 for each i = 1, , m -1, dim T -2(m -1). So, by going up, dim R = 2(m -1). Thus (0) = Q, Π Ra Q 2 Π 12 c Q 2 ΓΊi2 c c Q w Π i? is taut; then ζ^ n 12 c Q 2 ΓΊ 12 c aQ m Π 12 is likewise taut and height(Q i+1 n R)/(Qi Π 12) = 2 for each i = 1, , m -1. However, by construction, Q t Π 12 = q t Π 12 and so height(^i +1 Π R)KQi Π 12) = 2. As (0) = ?! c cg w is a taut chain in T and height^+i/q^) = 1, we have the desired chain.
In particular, this example shows h im _ x ^ m and so b n -> co as EXAMPLE 5.2. There is an infinite integral extension RaT and an infinite taut chain in T, (0) = q^q^cz , such that (0) = ίiflδc is taut and height(<? ί+1 /#*) = 1 < 2 = height(g <+1 n 12/? 4 ( for each i. Necessarily, 12 is not Noetherian. Example 5.2 will be a direct union of domains constructed in the manner of (5.1). We begin as in (5.1) 
